
Venus White Pro
Take-home Whitening for Custom Trays
Take your smile up to eight shades whiter with Venus White Pro, the high-performance 
whitening system specially formulated for simple, at-home use. We’ll create custom-fit 
trays and determine the Venus White Pro gel that’s just right for you.

Venus White Max  
In-office Whitening
How would you like a brilliant smile in an hour or less? Venus White Max in-office  
whitening is your answer. The difference will be dramatic—to you and everyone you meet.

Venus White Ultra  
Pre-filled, Disposable Whitening Trays
Pre-filled Venus White Ultra whitening trays are quick, convenient and easy to use.  
Made of an ultra-thin material, they mold to each tooth for maximum comfort and  
effectiveness. Best of all, they’re disposable—use a new tray each day for up to  
seven days and enjoy a brighter, more dazzling smile!

Venus White has lots of easy, convenient ways to 
help you achieve the beautiful smile you deserve. 
With our personalized approach, you’ll find the 
high-performance option that’s just right for you.

So many ways  
to make every day
a Venus White day.

A percentage of every sale of Venus White is donated to support breast cancer research.

Make every day a Venus White day.
Personalized Professional Whitening and Oral Care
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In-Office Whitening Treatment for $175 Per Arch. *This 
buys you into our Whitening for Life Program. 

For $102 Per Arch, received custom impression trays with 3 Whit-
ening Syringe Gels. *For an additional $79, buy into our Whitening 

For $40, receive a weeks worth of Pre-Filled Disposable Whiten-
ing Trays. *For $79, buy into our Whitening for Life Program. 
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